Hospital admission of patients referred to the Emergency Department for syncope: a single-hospital prospective study based on the application of the European Society of Cardiology Guidelines on syncope
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Aims To evaluate the applicability and the clinical impact of the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) Guidelines’ recommendations for hospital admission of patients with syncope in a District Hospital Emergency Department (ED).

Methods and results From September 2002 to August 2004, 1124 patients with syncope (out of 1308 with transient loss of consciousness (TLC)) were evaluated according to the ESC Guidelines. Overall, 566 patients with syncope (50.1%) were admitted and 558 (49.9%) were discharged. Out of the 1124 patients with syncope, 440 (39.1%) presented at least one ESC Guidelines’ criterion for hospitalization. Out of the 440, 393 (89.3%) were admitted, whereas 511 out of the 684 (74.7%) without indication for admission were discharged. A significant difference was found between the adherence rates for admission and for discharge (\( P < 0.001 \)). The appropriateness of the ED medical decision was 69.4% for hospital admission and 91.6% for discharge (\( P < 0.001 \)).

Conclusion Although an acceptable ED adherence to the guidelines’ indications was attained, better implementation strategies are still advisable. The ESC Guidelines’ indications are applicable to the majority of patients entering the ED for a TLC. In addition, when the guidelines’ indications are observed, a high percentage of patients with syncope have still to be hospitalized.
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Introduction

The indications for hospitalization are recognized as one of the main issues in the management of syncope.1–8 Recently, the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) provided specific guidelines on syncope.9–10 One of the main goals of the ESC Guidelines was to define the best diagnostic strategies for the different subgroups of patients with syncope, including the related indications for hospital admission. Surprisingly, the clinical impact of such indications has not been specifically assessed until now, the only exception being a preliminary study from our group11 which suggested about half of the patients observed at the Emergency Department (ED) for a syncope having at least one indication for hospital admission consistent with those of the ESC Guidelines. However, our study included only a limited number of patients, and basic aspects such as the guidelines’ applicability in the ED, the ED adherence to the guidelines, and the appropriateness of the ED medical decision for admission/discharge were not adequately addressed.

Aims of the present study were: to assess the applicability of the ESC Guidelines’ indications for hospital admission on a large series of unselected, consecutive patients observed at the ED for a transient loss of consciousness (TLC); to estimate how many patients with syncope present an appropriate indication for hospitalization after a guidelines-based ED initial evaluation; and to evaluate the adherence to the guidelines and the appropriateness of the ED medical decision regarding admission/discharge of patients with syncope.

Methods

General methodology and study population

The Nuovo San Giovanni di Dio (NSGD) is a 390-bed public single District Hospital, provided with an ED working 24 h a day and all the diagnostic tools with potential indication in patients with a
TLC. From August 2002, at the NSGD, a Syncope Unit (SU) was in operation as a multidisciplinary team inclusive of the ED. One of the main targets of the SU was the implementation of the ESC Guidelines on syncope since the earliest hospital phase, i.e. the ED observation period. For this purpose, the guidelines were discussed in dedicated clinical meetings, and specific pathways for TLC were prompted, including the monitoring of all the TLC presentations and the related admissions. Only patients observed within 48 h from symptoms were included in the present study.

ED clinical assessment

All the patients observed for a TLC underwent a clinical evaluation made by the ED physician comprehensive of history, physical examination, blood pressure assessment in both clinostatic and orthostatic position, 12-lead ECG, and routine blood examinations. Further diagnostic investigations, as well as specialist consultations, were performed only when clinically indicated. After the evaluation, the ED physician had to express, whenever possible, a diagnostic appraisal for syncope or non-syncopal attack. Notably, although the ESC Guidelines suggest such a diagnosis as the first clinical step for patients with a TLC,9,10,11 no definite criteria are provided for that. According to the local previous clinical practice, restrictive definitions of non-syncopal attack were applied in our hospital. For patients with a true syncope, the specific indications for hospitalization suggested by the ESC Guidelines9,10 had to be followed and reported on a dedicate patient-form. The records were collected twice a week by two investigators (A.B., P.F.), not involved in the decision to admit/discharge the single patients but with the responsibility of reviewing the patients’ data and of evaluating the adherence to the guidelines’ indications. A 24-month duration of the monitoring period was decided in order to attain a realistic picture of the daily clinical practice in our ED.

Definitions

According to the ESC Guidelines,9,10 syncope was defined as a spontaneous and TLC, usually associated with fall and with spontaneous, quick, and complete recovery as well. The definitions of cardiac syncope, vaso-vagal syncope, situational syncope, and carotid sinus hypersensitivity were those reported in the ESC Guidelines.9,10 Orthostatic syncope was diagnosed in the case of documented orthostatic hypotension12 associated with syncope or pre-syncope. Syncope associated with haemorrhage or anaemia was diagnosed when a major bleeding requiring haemotransfusion was documented. In all the other cases, the syncope was defined as unknown cause.

Secondary trauma was defined as severe in the case of skull or other major bone segments fracture, intracranial haemorrhage, or internal organ lesions requiring urgent, specific treatment. For all these cases, the indication for hospital admission was clearly therapeutic instead of diagnostic. Therefore, although the ESC Guidelines recommend a diagnostic hospitalization in the case of severe trauma, in the present paper, owing to the restrictive definitions adopted by us, the severe trauma was considered among the therapeutic indications for hospital admission.

Orthostatic hypotension was considered as ‘severe’ just when it was expression of an acute haemorrhage or volume loss requiring prompt specific treatment or in the case of neurological dysfunction requiring diagnostic investigation.9,10

Structural heart disease indicated chronic coronary heart disease, cardiomyopathy (dilated or hypertrophic) or valvular disease with documented left ventricular dysfunction and/or obstructed ventricular aflux and/or efflux, and hypertensive heart disease (high blood pressure with left ventricular hypertrophy and/or dysfunction).

Family history for sudden death was defined as the presence of at least one case of sudden death among relatives aged <50 or multiple cases of sudden death among relatives independent of age.13

Syncope relapses were arbitrarily regarded as frequent in the case of at least 10 syncopal episodes in the patient’s lifespan, with at least two episodes during the last year.

Hospitalization criteria

The indications for hospitalization were those defined in the ESC Guidelines.9,10

Data evaluation

The total number of the ED presentations during the monitoring period, as well as that of patients observed for a TLC, was acquired. Among these latter, the patients diagnosed as having a true syncope during the ED stay were separated. Subsequently, the number of patients with syncope actually hospitalized was evaluated (‘observed’ hospitalization). In a second phase, in order to estimate the number of patients with syncope who had to be hospitalized according to the ESC Guidelines, the related indications were acquired by the patients’ records. Because various indications for admission coexisted in several patients, these were evaluated according to a clinical priority order (therapeutic before diagnostic indications), and for each patient, only the main indication was taken into account (‘calculated’ hospitalization). In a third phase, in order to evaluate the adherence rate to the guidelines in relation to the specific issue of the hospitalization, the number of patients actually hospitalized among those with indication for admission according to the guidelines was verified. Finally, the appropriateness of the ED medical decision to admit was defined by assessing the number of patients with indication for admission according to the ESC Guidelines among those actually hospitalized. For all these specific issues, the ‘decision to admit’ after the ED observation was regarded as characterizing; therefore, also the patients who refused the hospitalization were considered as admitted.

The following comparisons were planned: ED adherence to the ESC Guidelines’ indications for admission vs. those for discharge; appropriateness of the ED decision for admission vs. that for discharge; and ED adherence rate to the therapeutic vs. the diagnostic guidelines’ indications for admission.

Statistical analysis

Absolute numbers and percentages were reported to describe the patient population. χ² test was used to compare categoric variables. All tests were two-sided and a P-value less than 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. The Bonferroni multiple comparisons test was applied to reduce the possibility of type I error. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS software (version 11.5, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

Results

Between 1 September 2002 and 31 August 2004, 86 590 patients entered our ED. For 1308 of them (1.5%), the cause of presentation was a TLC occurring during the preceding 48 h. Out of these 1308 patients, 131 (10%) were diagnosed as having a non-syncopal attack, whereas for 53 (4.1%), it was not possible to ascertain if a true TLC had happened. The remaining 1124 patients (85.9%) with a true syncope were included in the study.

The median ED observation time, for the 1124 patients with syncope, was 4 h (range 1–24). At the end of the ED stay, hospital admission was proposed to 566 patients (50.1%), whereas the remaining 558 (49.9%) were directly discharged from ED.

Overall, 440 patients out of the 1124 with syncope (39.1%) were found to have at least one indication to hospital admission according to the ESC Guidelines (Figure 1). The
indications for hospitalization were (i) for therapeutic purpose in 141 patients (12.5%), of whom 64 with cardiac syncope (Table 1); (ii) for severe comorbidities in 79 (7.1%); (iii) for diagnostic purpose in 170 (15.1%); and (iv) 'occasional' hospitalization in 50 (4.4%). The remaining 684 patients with syncope (60.9%) did not meet the ESC Guidelines’ criteria for hospitalization.

Overall, 393 patients out of the 440 (89.3%) with indication for hospitalization according to the ESC Guidelines were actually admitted, whereas 511 patients out of the 684 (74.7%) without indication for admission were actually discharged from the ED (Figure 2). A significant difference was found between the adherence rate for admission and that for discharge (\( P < 0.001 \)). The adherence rate to the
ESC Guidelines, subdivided for each group of indications for hospital admission, is reported in Table 2. The adherence rate regarding therapeutic indications was significantly higher than that related to the diagnostic ones (94.5 vs. 84.1%, \( P < 0.001 \)).

The appropriateness of the ED medical decision (Figure 3) was 69.4% for hospital admission and 91.6% for discharge (\( P < 0.001 \) vs. hospital admission).

**Discussion**

The main finding of the present study is that an acceptable, although suboptimal, adherence to the ESC Guidelines’ indications is possible since the earliest hospital phase. Furthermore, the ESC Guidelines on syncope are applicable since the patients’ ED presentation. Thus, further observations on a guidelines-based management of patients with syncope since the ED stay are warranted.

The most important feature of the ED clinical observation for syncope is the final decision regarding hospital admission or discharge; therefore, the appropriateness of such decision and the adherence to the specific indications of the guidelines are the standard on which it is possible to

evaluate the quality of the process. Our study suggests that an acceptable adherence to the main indications of the guidelines is already possible in a well-trained ED. Overall, as a consequence of a slight excess of the number of patients actually hospitalized, the adherence rate in our ED was greater for admission than for discharge. This is justified by the consideration that any new structure (such as our SU) instituted in a Public Hospital should first of all ensure the safety of any related clinical pathway. Thus, the adherence to the guidelines observed in our ED seems, in perspective, susceptible of further improvement provided that better implementation strategies are used to achieve this goal. In contrast, our result was achieved without a corresponding compromise of the appropriateness. As a consequence, the overall hospitalization rate for syncope in our ED was 50.1%, a value similar to that observed in the most recent population studies, ranging from 46 to 67.6%.1–5,7,8,15–18 Furthermore, although the main investigators of the study were not involved in the decision to admit or discharge the single patients, such a performance was also maintained over a long (24 months) time interval. These latter aspects are an exclusive feature of our study and are noteworthy to ensure that
our results could be reproduced by any ED in the daily clinical practice. Finally, the adherence rate to the guidelines observed in our ED was significantly higher for the therapeutic indications for hospital admission than for the diagnostic ones. This is justified by the restrictive definitions adopted for any subgroup of such indications, which made the attribution of the different criteria to the single patients less subjective.

A further aspect of basic importance is relative to the applicability of the ESC Guidelines. Provided that the guidelines’ criteria are referred only to patients with a true syncope, the practical impact of the guidelines depends on the relative frequency of true syncope and non-syncopal conditions in the population of patients with TLC. Overall, 85.9% of our patients were diagnosed as having a true syncope since the ED observation, so that it was possible to evaluate them according to the specific ESC Guidelines. Our findings are consistent with those of 16% of ‘syncope-like conditions’ and 84% of true syncope observed among patients entering the ED for TLC in the recent multicentric EGYSYS study.5,18 These data strongly suggest that the diagnostic criteria of the ESC Guidelines on syncope are applicable from the very beginning of the hospital stay to the large majority of the real world, unselected patients entering the ED of any District Hospital for a TLC.

Finally, our data show that, even after a guidelines-based initial evaluation, a high proportion of patients observed at the ED for syncope (39.1% in the present series) still have some appropriate indication for hospitalization. In the present paper, the number of calculated hospitalizations was largely influenced by those patients who, regardless of the ultimate mechanism of syncope, were found to have severe comorbidities needing a specific, prompt treatment. In such cases, the syncope was clearly the first clinical manifestation of a definite, underlying disease. Nevertheless, because in all our patients the syncope was the main clinical symptom leading to the ED presentation, we chose to include (although in a well separate group) also these patients in our study, in order to attain a more realistic picture of the real-world population of patients entering the ED for a syncope.

Limitations of the study
Our study has important limitations. First of all, it was a single centre study. Although the patients’ enrolment and the data collection were so far accurate, our series and the related case-mix cannot be considered fully representative of the entire population of patients entering the ED of any District Hospital for both a syncope or a TLC. Secondly, the observation period was limited to a defined time-window; however, our study lasted 2 years, whereas other studies had shorter enrolment periods.1,4,5,16–18 Thirdly, our analysis of the calculated indications for hospitalization was retrospective. Finally, our findings would have been more interesting if a comparison had been made with the pre-guidelines application period in our hospital. Unfortunately, this was not possible because many ED physicians were yet applying the ESC Guidelines on syncope even before the formalization of the SU in our hospital. As a consequence, such a comparison would have weakened the true impact of the guidelines. Thus, only the hospitalization rate by the most recent population studies on syncope was taken as a reference. It is likely that, to replicate in other hospitals the results of the present study, a preliminary period of aggressive ED education is needed.

Conclusions
Our study gives a global picture of the real-world population of patients presenting to the ED for syncope. Any strategy aimed to improve the hospital management of this frequent clinical symptom will need the ED involved in a guidelines-based, early stratification of patients. The
results of our study suggest that better implementation strategies are needed in the real world in order to achieve a good adherence to the recommendations of the guidelines.
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